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(PART ONE)



Wing Span... The Vital Factor By Bob Whittier, EAA 1235 Box 543, S. Duxbury, Mass. Thirty years later the same aercdynamic principles have been put to use by EAA member Jim Bede in his BD-2. With only 210 hp it is able to carry enough fuel to fly



around the world non-stop. Low span loading is the key to this capability.



UST TO REACH a sensible cruising altitude of 1,000 ft., the early 40 hp Taylor Cubs had to use full throttle all the way up when carrying two men on a hot summer day. But the same basic airframe, cleaned up, beefed up, and fitted with a 125 hp engine, went out one day and quite handily set a world altitude record of 30,203 ft. for light aircraft in its class. Powered by the 1,600 hp Rolls-Royce Merlin engine, the Supermarine Spitfire Mark VII had extension wing tips which increased the span to 40 ft. 2 in., where the normal span was 36 ft. 10 in. And where Spitfires with the same engine and normal span could climb to 37,750 ft., the Mark VII could ascend to 41,000 ft. for photo reconnaisance work. Another version of the Spitfire, the Mark XII, was equipped with the 2,000 hp Rolls-Royce Griffon engine and had stub wing tips which reduced span to 32 ft. 8 in. It was a fast machine, and could climb at a rate of 4,750 fpm. Yet the Mark XIV with the same Griffon engine but having the normal 36 ft. 10 in. span could ascend at



J



5,500 fpm! Every airport frequenter has noticed that the fa-



miliar Seabee amphibian has a mediocre rate of climb. As manufactured by Republic, it was fitted with an engine having a special extended shaft to carry the propeller behind the wing trailing edge. Because of this special engine, it has not been feasible to repower the ship with later and more powerful engines to improve the climb. So a popular modification worked out in recent years features the addition of extension sections to the wing tips. Climb is improved.



Powered w4th the usual 100 hp Kinner engine, the faithful old Fleet biplane was just an ordinary climber. But in recent years crop dusters and sport aviation enthusiasts have attached more powerful engines to this ship's



nose and some of the results have been spectacular — 5,000 to 5,500 fpm with 190 to 220 hp engines! When you look through aviation history books for pic-



tures of airplanes that set distance and altitude records, you notice they all had one thing in common — unusually



long wing span. Coming down through the years to our day, the famous U-2 spy plane, able to fly great distances at exceptionally high altitudes, has as its most noticeable feature a very long wing. So does Jim Bede's BD-2 roundthe-world non-stop airplane.



So what does all this have to do with homebuilt airplanes? Plenty! Every "eyeball engineer" knows all about wing loading and power loading — but it's a rare one indeed who has even heard of span loading, much less understand how to make use of it in design work. The term "span loading" is a familiar one to professional designers and they are apt to think of it first before going on to wing loading and power loading. An airplane's span loading is simply its weight divided by its wing span. A 700 Ib. homebuilt with 25 ft. span has a span loading of 20.8 Ibs. per ft. of span. This probably means no more to you that the formulae a nuclear physicist has scrawled on his blackboard. But span loading is very important. There happens to be a rea-



son why successful lightplanes of the 1930s had wing spans of from 35 to 39 ft. There happens to be a reason why successful midget biplanes of today have 65 hp as a very minimum, and more often have 85 to 125 hp. This reason involves the mathematical laws governing induced drag.



"Induced drag" is one of those weasel-like engineering terms you can get quite accustomed to reading and hearing, but find it hard to visualize in practice. But to understand span loading you've got to understand induced drag! You've probably read or heard that two-thirds of a wing's lift comes from the upper surface. Interpreted literally this statement is misleading, for it implies that air sucks up so hard on the top surface that even if all lift on the lower surface were spoiled, you'd still have twothirds of your lift. We can't go off into airfoil theory (Continued on next page) SPORT AVIATION
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WING SPAN . . . (Continued from preceding page)



here, but we've got to straighten you out on this notion. A less misleading way of explaining how an airfoil works is to say that if it is shaped so that air pressure is reduced over its top surface, the lower surface can push up to better advantage. But fundamentally, and disregarding the complexities of airfoil theory, it is absolutely true that when all is said and done, a wing creates lift, forcing a mass of air downward. After all, a propeller creates thrust by hurling a mass of air backward, and a propeller is merely a rotating wing. The fact that a wing taken as a whole produces lift by forcing air downward can be visualized in a smoketype wind tunnel. Anyone can readily demonstrate it to his own satisfaction in any small airplane by attaching a length of string to the wing's trailing edge with scotch tape. In flight the string can be seen to maintain an angle with the wing chord noticeably greater than the wing's actual angle of attack with the relative wind. This downward deflection of the air is equivalent to the airplane climbing out of its own down-wash. Level flight is merely a condition of climbing in which the plane's rate of climb has been reduced to a point where its upward velocity is exactly equal to the downward velocity its wing has imparted to the air. In other words, in level flight an airplane is continually climbing away from the air that it has forced downward. Power is expended to maintain this climbing process. For the airplane to gain altitude it must climb through the air at an increased rate, so more power must be applied. "Induced drag" is the power penalty involved in forcing air downward. It is the drag which results from the



creation of lift by a w.'ng. It is that portion of the engine's power expended in keeping the plane aloft and making it climb, cs opposed to that which is expended to pull the plane forward.



An airplane's climbing ability depends on how much power it h?s left over after the engine has been set to keep it in level flight. If it takes most of a very small engine's power to maintain altitude, there is little left with which to make it climb. One of the performance phenomena mentioned at the beginning of this article involved the cmazing increase in a Fleet biplane's climbing ability brought about by doubling the engine power. The extra climbing ability comes from the generous surplus



(Stouffer's Phvoto Service)



Here is a 1935 Aeronca C-3. With only 36 hp it nevertheless had useful performance while carrying two persons. Wing span 36 ft., chord 50 in., aspect ratio 9 to 1. This long wing thus had low induced drag and that gave acceptable climb in spite of low power. When power is fixed, you increase climb by increasing wing span. 28
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( S t o u f f c r ' s Photo Service)



This 1929 Fleet Biplane originally had a 100 hp engine. When repowered with a 220 hp engine its rate of climb increased spectacularly. When wing span is fixed, you increase rate of climb by adding power.



of power left over after using some of it to maintain level flight. Adding power obviously improves rate of climb very well. But when power is limited, such as when we are trying to fly with some interesting small engine which happens to be available, then what? Well, we could try to reduce the induced drag, to make more of our limited power available for climbing. Increasing the wing span reduces induced drag. This statement is based on the aerodynamic calculations of Dr. Prandtl of the University of Gottingen, one of the early students of the mathematical laws of flight. At any given air speed and density, his calculations demonstrate that induced drag is determined by the ratio of weight to span. Said another way, if weight remains constant and span is reduced, induced drag increases. An increase of induced drag robs power and reduces the amount available from a small engine for climbing. Said yet another way to try to help you grasp this ephemeral thing, increasing the span (while weight remains the same) spreads the plane's weight out over more feet of wing span. With each foot of span therefore lifting



And here's wing span at work in modern form. Designers of the Lockheed U-2 spy plane had to get both maximum range and maximum altitude to do the job. Not needing extreme high speed, they employed a medium powered jet engine for moderate fuel consumption. And to get extremely high ceiling cut of mcderate power they turned to generous wing span. That in turn produced a bonus in the form of long range. Span and power always work together.



less of the plane's weight, less power is needed — or more of what power is available is left over for climbing. Climbing ability and ceiling are of course closely related. If you want good climbing ability for taking off and clearing obstacles, you also get good ceiling, or height to which the plane can ascend. One way to assure that a new design will take off and climb out well is to design it to



have a reasonably high ceiling, say 15,000 ft. Here is a



table which has been worked out to design to that particular ceiling:



Span Loading in Lbs. Per Ft.



35 31 27 25 23 22 21 20.5 20



Power Loading Req. in Lbs. Per HP



15 17.5 20 22.5 25



27.5 30 32.5 35



If generous wing span helps takeoff and climb, it stands to reason that it will also help ceiling. And so it does. This Bristol Type 138A was built in England in the mid 1930s for high altitude experimental work and for a time held world altitude records. Note the generous span. That is the way to get as high as possible on given horsepower.



plane or biplane configuration. To secure a desired wing



area, the two wings of a biplane work out to be consider-



Taking the two top figures, if wing span is short it



will require more power to climb to 15,000 ft. Taking the



two bottom figures, if wing span is generous a small engine will do the job. Note in this table that power loading increases by 2.5 times, but at the same time span loading decreases at a lower rate. This again means that when horsepower is limited, span must be appreciably increased if acceptable climb and ceiling are to be obtained. Wing loading, or the load per square foot of surface, affects only the take-off and landing speeds. In practical design, wing loading is chosen to give the desired landing speed. When the wing loading has been chosen the wing span and chord can be arranged so as to give the most favorable span loading for the area involved. The only



limit is that span cannot be made unduly great, for this will result in small chord, which in turn will lead to long,



shallow spars and consequent strength difficulties. Incidentally, assuming that wing loading has been decided upon, one is confronted with the choice of mono-



ably shorter than the single wing of a monoplane. And



when span is reduced, ceiling and climb are also appreciably reduced! A biplane of 20 ft. span weighing 1,000 Ibs. has a span loading of 50 Ibs./ft. and that isn't even on the foregoing table! It won't climb to 15,000 ft., which means that its rate of climb is also poor. Now you see why successful



small biplanes have high horsepower. The only way to compensate for the induced drag caused by such high span loading is to bring the power loading way down. Power loading and wing loading are useful figures



for comparing one existing airplane with another, especially where commercial airplanes are involved. But in laying down a new design the primary consideration is the relationship between span and power. Increase power and it's possible to reduce span; reduce power and it is



essential to increase span. You can mix them as you wish, to get what you want. But to enter into design work with no appreciation of the direct connection between span and power is to head down the road to disappointment or even disaster.



In recent years we have been lucky to have access



to a good assortment of used engines in the 65 to 180 hp



range. The ability of these engines to overcome induced drag is very good, and there has been a trend to smaller



and smaller wing spans as witness the Tailwinds, Cougars, Midget Mustangs, Miniplanes and Thorps.



However, many of us dream of low-cost ultra-light air-



craft powered by small air-cooled automotive, utility and other engines. A lot of designs have been doodled up to



take such power and some have been built. Many never got off the ground and as for those that did, it soon be-



• S p c c d ' s Photo)



We don't know if the Russians ever claimed to have invented it, but long wing span is an essential factor in any aircraft designed to fly as far as possible on whatever quantity of fuel its power can lift into the air. High aspect ratio reduces induced drag when wing is flying at the higher than normal angle of attack at the ship's best speed



for greatest range. Ship here flew over the North Pole from Russia to California in 1937, setting a distance record. It's an ANT 25.



came apparent that when it came to such practical matters as getting out of grassroots airstrips, clearing power lines, coping with downdrafts, climbing to cruising altitudes on hot days and getting over ranges of hills, they



just didn't have it.



So if we in EAA are going to accomplish anything worthwhile in ultra-light aircraft — we've got to under-



stand that wing span is the key to satisfactory all-around



performance.



(To Be Continued) SPORT AVIATION
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